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Mumbai attack case was biased, says counsel
Kasab’s confessional statement was made under duress; he was hanged in
haste; India did not let Pakistani investigators cross-examine witnesses;
Zakiur Rehman Lakhvi could not be indicted

Shakeel Anjum
Tuesday, November 26, 2013
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ISLAMABAD: Rizwan Abbasi, defence counsel of the accused
under trial in Pakistan in the ‘Mumbai Attack Case’, on the 5th
anniversary of the Mumbai Attack, termed the investigation
totally biased and one-sided as the investigation agencies
ignored the legal requirements of the case.
Addressing a press conference here on Monday, Abbasi highlighted the
objectionable Indian investigation where the challan was completed
without fulfilling legal requirements The Mumbai Attack occurred exactly
five years back, on 26th November, 2008, sending massive shock waves
around the world. The three-day long assault took the lives of 166 people
including foreign nationals and more than 300 were injured bringing the
metropolis to a complete standstill. The attack was of a complex nature
involving active shooting, bombing, hijacking and hostage-taking.
Rizwan Abbasi, the defence counsel, pointed out numerous legal flaws
left by the Indian investigation agencies which affected the provision of
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justice to the accused, facing trial in Pakistan.The defence attorney said
that the offence was committed on Indian soil; all the evidence and
eyewitnesses are in India, which makes it difficult for Pakistani
investigators to move ahead. “It was necessary for India to have equally
involved Pakistan in the investigations by allowing access to witnesses,
evidence, and sites for an impartial, unbiased investigation. Key
information-sharing, cross-examination of eyewitnesses would have
helped the case proceedings. On the contrary, the Indian authorities not
only refused to cooperate but also chose to hide facts from the Pakistani
investigators,” Rizwan Abbasi said adding, Pakistani authorities were
refused to cross-examine Fahim Ansari, Sabahuddin and Ajmal Kasab
despite multiple requests.
In order to prosecute the accused in Pakistan, evidence and witnesses
need to be cross-examined, which is not possible for Pakistan due to
Indian non-cooperation. Despite Pakistan’s request, the Indian
investigation officer and the magistrate who recorded Ajmal Kasab’s
confessional statement have not been sent to Pakistan, he said and
added, “During investigations, it was vehemently claimed that the
gunmen were in constant communication with their handlers in Pakistan,
but no technical evidence has confirmed Pakistani telecom gateways’
involvement in the alleged calls. However, Indian SIMS and VOIP’s
registered in Indian names have been found. There are details of Indian
and US numbers involved, while the VOIP account was registered in the
name of a person named ‘Kharak Singh’.”
Abbasi said India alleged an e-mail coming from Pakistan claiming
responsibility for the attack but forensic tests prove the Google email
account was accessed from Moscow, Russia.He said on Pakistan’s
constant requests, a judicial commission of Pakistan was allowed to meet
four witnesses in India, but the defence lawyers were not allowed to
cross-examine them. He added that even the commission was not
allowed to cross examine Ajmal Kasab. Resultantly Pakistani courts
dismissed the statements being unlawful without cross-examination.
Although after a year, India promised to allow cross-examination of
witnesses, it hanged Ajmal Kasab in haste, thus ending any chance of
cross examination the prime accused and main suspect on whose
confessional statement seven people are under trial in Pakistan.
“No independent authority, humanitarian group was allowed to meet
Kasab, Pakistani humanitarian activists, Ansar Burney sought permission
to meet Kasab but was not allowed,” the defence attorney said. How
Ajmal Kasab was interrogated, in what conditions he was kept and how
charges against him were framed may perhaps be known later, but to
date all these questions are shrouded in mystery.
According to the Mumbai crime branch investigation, a link was
developed between two Indian nationals who provided maps to Zaki-urRehman Lakhvi, an accused in Pakistani custody along with six others.
However, both of these Indian nationals were found not guilty and were
acquitted of all charges. Hence, framing and consistently accusing
Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi was not worthwhile even in India’s own court.
How then could someone ask Pakistan to take action against him, Rizwan
Abbasi asked and added the NIA (National Investigation Agency) of India
also termed the Mumbai Crime Branch investigation bogus and worthless.
Despite all these inconsistencies and lack of cooperation, India
pressurises Pakistan to convict the accused in Pakistan and bring them to
justice, which is against judicial and legal norms, he said, and added
Ajmal Kasab was sentence due to local and circumstantial evidence, his
confessional statement had no legal value after he retracted in the court,
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pleading not guilty and being under duress to confess to the alleged
crime.
“How can the statement, which cannot stand in an Indian court due to
retraction by Ajmal Kasab, stand in Pakistani courts, which are deprived
of major legal requirements due to non-cooperation from India,” he
asked. “If Ajmal Kasab’s statement is, for instance, considered to be
true, even then it can only be used against him in an Indian court, and
no legal binding can make it worth in a foreign court such as Pakistan’s
against people accused here,” he added.
The defense attorney said due to lack of Indian cooperation, the case in
Pakistan is extremely weak and this is the ultimate reason for the slow
proceedings in this case.
Rizwan A bbasi said, “India’s handling of the Mumbai case points towards
some hidden facts which India has been trying to hide from the world.
From day one, it resorted to rhetoric rather than concrete evidence to
malign Pakistan and some of its citizens. However, the truth has emerged
from within India and its ally America that there were some hidden
agendas behind these attacks.
“An Indian serving high ranking officer (under-secretary) RVS Mani
submitted a signed and attested affidavit in an Indian court in which he
said that he was told by a senior officer Satish Verma of CBI that Indian
government orchestrated Mumbai attacks to pave way for stern
legislation against terrorism. The intelligence officer also revealed that
the attack on Indian parliament was also conspired by India
government,” Rizwan Abbasi said adding, “it is now a proven fact that US
intelligence had knowledge of the Mumbai attacks and it had informed
India of the possible threat of such attacks. Was this India’s complacence
and negligence that let these attacks happen or was there a bigger
design to sue Mumbai attacks domestically for counter terrorism
legislation and internationally to malign Pakistan? Apparently, India has
succeeded in both the objectives.
“Questions are still being raised in India on the killing of Anti Terror
Squad’s chief Hemant Karkare and some other senior police officials who
had exposed Hindu terrorist organisations and involvement of serving
Indian military officers in the Samjhota Express blast. A book Who killed
Karkare? Sheds light on the hidden Indian hand in Mumbai attacks. Why
India ignores and snubs those voices who question its anti-Pakistan
rhetoric?” he said. How was it possible that foreign militants (as per the
Indian claim) could manage to conduct such sophisticated and
well-coordinated attacks without any local support. India never arrested
any Indian in connection with these attacks. Two co-accused were
already in Indian jails and were acquitted in this case by an Indian court.
No sane person would ever believe that there was no local connection in
this incident but whole was covered up. Why? he asked.
Putting questions, Abbasi asked why did India use rhetoric to malign
Pakistan but never helped Pakistan to investigate the truth? What was/is
India hiding from the Pakistani authorities and the international
community? And how and why did American Intelligence know of these
attacks? Was that just an ‘intelligence input’ or were these attacks part of
a bigger international design?
Indicating legal lapses in the Case against Ajmal Kasab, Rizwan Abbasi
said, Ajmal Kasab was kept in illegal detention by the police. While the
prosecution kept in waiting until they got Amjal Kasab’s confessional
statement, adding that Ajmal’s confessional statement in front of a
magistrate, was taken under police custody, which is against the law.
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During case proceedings, Ajmal pleaded not guilty, and claimed to have
confessed earlier under duress. He told the court, that he came to
Mumbai to seek his fortune in Bollywood film industry and was caught
sight-seeing at Juhu Beach by the Mumbai Police 20 days prior to the
attacks, and he was in police custody during the attacks, the defence
counsel said and added that during the trial, a defence lawyer of one of
the accused, Shahid Azmi, was gunned down. Azmi was a Muslim and
remained in detention earlier in his life where he studied law and was
known to fight cases of innocent Muslims in Indian jails.
He said that Ajmal Kasab’s trial was completed in haste, legal
requirements were not completed. On the contrary, many other cases
have taken a considerable amount of time in the Indian judicial system.
The 1993 serial blasts case’s first verdict was announced in 2007, adding
Ajmal’s case was the second quickest trial-to-execution case in the
history of India.
Abbasi said that more than 600 witnesses were nominated in court by
the prosecutors and it took only 332 days to wrap up the case with Ajmal
sentenced. Hearing of the case was not on daily basis that further limited
the possibility and makes it literally impossible to present all of the six
hundred-plus witnesses in 332 days and cross-examine them.
“There was no independent defence attorney to cross-examine the
witnesses against Ajmal Kasab in the trial. Ajmal was not allowed to
appoint his lawyer while local lawyers were pressurised by the
government not to represent his case. A Pakistani lawyer offered to fight
Kasab’s case, which was turned down by Indian authorities,” Rizwan
maintained.
Abbasi, elaborating the legal dimensions of the Mumbai Attack Case, said
as the investigations began, 12 First Information Reports (FIR’s) were
registered by Mumbai police in the wake of these attacks being looked
after by twelve officers supervised by a senior officer as the Chief
Investigation officer, adding that on February 20/21 2009, two months
and 23 days after being arrested Ajmal Kasab allegedly confessed his
involvement in these attacks.
He said proper hearing of the case began on 15th of April 2009.
Non-bailable arrest warrants were issued against 22 other accused,
including Hafiz Muhammad Saeed and Zaki ur Rehman Lakhavi.
Two Indian accused, Fahim Ansari and Sabahuddin were already in Indian
custody prior to these attacks, while Ajmal Kasab was allegedly arrested
during the attack (He pleaded not guilty in court and claimed to have
been arrested twenty days prior to 26/11 incident, he maintained.)
Rizwan Abbasi said Pakistan was implicated due to the investigations
made by Mumbai Crime Branch of police which claimed that Indian
national Fahim Ansari provided hand sketched maps of Mumbai to
Sabahuddin who later handed them over to Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi in
Pakistan via Nepal, adding the casecontinued for 332 days: Ajmal Kassab
was sentenced to death on 6th May 2012 while both of the Indian
nationals, Fahim Ansari and Sabahuddin were acquitted of all charges,
key accusations of providing maps to Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi and their
involvement in the planning were found worthless and unfounded despite
being mentioned in Ajmal Kassab’s confessional statement?
Ajmal Kassab challenged the verdict in Mumbai High Court but his appeal
was turned down while acquittal of co accused Indian nationals was
maintained, Abbasi said adding that on 30th of July 2011, appeal was
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filed in Indian Supreme Court by Ajmal Kassab’s defence lawyer which
was immediately put down by the Apex court maintaining the previous
verdicts on 20th of August 2012.
Ajmal filed ‘Mercy Plea’ to the government of Maharashtra on 16th
December 2012 which was turned down and the sentence was upheld, he
added that another “Mercy Plea’ was sent to the Home Ministry on 16th
of October 2012, which was turned down on 23rd of October 2012.
He said President of India, Parnab Mukherjee turned down the final
‘Mercy Plea’ of Ajmal Kassab on 5th of November 2012, adding Ajmal
Kassab was sent to gallows unannounced at 7.00 am on 21st of
November 2012; his body was buried within the Yerawada Jail premises
in Indian city of Pune.
Responding to a question put by an Indian journalist, Rizwan Abbasi said
that it was premature statement of the former interior minister Rehman
Malik who acknowledged that Pakistani land was used for terrorism in
India because at the same time, former interior minister admitted that
evidence was being collected about the involvement of Zaki-ud-Din
Lakhvi in the Mumbai Attack case. “Rehman Malik spoke without any
evidence and it was a vague and ambiguous statement,” Abbasi averred.
To another question, Rizwan Abbasi said that the voice conversation
sample analysis could not be accepted and its admissibility remained
doubtful until the person who preserved the voice, did not record his
statement as witness before the court of law.
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